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INTRO
Over the last decades there have 

been many projects and initiatives 
on the conservation of large car-

nivores in Europe including wolves, 
bears, lynxes and wolverines. With 

changing public opinion, stricter legal 
protection and some active reintroduction 

efforts for bears and lynxes, large carnivores 
have returned to places where they have long 

been absent. In response to human–wildlife 
interactions and stakeholder concerns, authorities 

and NGOs have responded with a variety of well- 
intentioned initiatives. For example, mushroom pickers 

were given advice on how to behave in bear habitats. 
Livestock owners were provided with electric fences and 

livestock guarding dogs for effective herd protection, an 
effort which led to recommendations being made for hikers 

and mountain bikers on how to interact with these large dogs.
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WHAT WE DID
Between 2017 and 2022, the EuroLargeCarnivores project team met,  
discussed and collaborated with more than three thousand people  
living and working with large carnivores throughout Europe. 

We tried our best in five focus regions to learn from everyone  
we encountered about the challenges involved: from the 
overworked damage inspector showing us one thousand 
and something photographs of livestock carcasses to 
horse owners worried about the first indication of  
wolf presence along their preferred weekend route, 
government officials scrambling to decide how  
to best implement the Habitats Directive, the 
shepherd in a panic after a wolf pack attacked  
his livestock at nightfall and the scientist 
struggling for decades to get their peers 
across the border to use the same  
monitoring protocol. These are  
just a few examples.

“I can’t do anything about wolves  
      coming back, I have to deal  
 with it. But give me an  
opportunity to adapt and try  
      new things!”

Develop science-based recommen- 
dations for future LIFE programme  
funding for coexistence

Provide local support for various  
people living and working with large 
carnivores

  Develop and sustain an annually  
measured coexistence indicator based  
on livestock damage data 

 Implement nudging, offer support  
and create scien tific and non- 
scientific publications, video tutorials, 
infographics etc.

Offer support for governmental  
processes and foster transboundary  
cooperation

  Involve journalists in project activities  
and create awareness about  
coexistence measures

Sustain an active European network  
of experts in the field of human – wildlife  
coexistence  

7 main 
actions

(Austrian farmer)
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REVIEW
When reviewing past work on large carnivore conservation in Europe, we found that 
few initiatives had follow-up projects and even fewer actually had their long term 
impact evaluated – as frequently one urgent project is followed by the next with-
out time for reflection. 

This is where the EuroLargeCarnivores project comes in. It was designed to 
look at what has been done in terms of large carnivore work across more 
than twelve countries in the European Union (plus Switzerland, Norway 
and Ukraine), identify the practices that have worked best in certain 
places, and distribute this information to conservation practitioners 
across national borders, across language barriers and across legal 
as well as administrative frontiers. Most importantly, the project 
wanted to compile this information in a way that was interest-
ing and understandable for a public audience.

                              “The aim of this project was  
                             to improve coexistence  
                  with large carnivores in Europe  
                                    through communication, 
                       cross-border cooperation 
                             and knowledge exchange.”

(Project vision)

Scandinavia

Iberian  
Peninsula

Northern  
Central  
Europe Carpathians

Alps

     We produced  
  different videos  and tutorials with  first-hand experien-   ces and hands-on        advices.

Presence  
of large 

carnivores 
in Europe

Ondrej Galko (Slovakia): Before the fall of the Iron 
Curtain he used to hunt lynxes, wolf and foxes to sell 
the fur and improve his income. Nowadays he has 
swapped the rifle for a camera and helps to monitor 
the lynx population.

12 volts
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https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/tutorials
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsg5Fuho5R0


Livestock protection
Basic information for livestock owners and stakeholders

Foto: CHWOLF

We started out reviewing what past projects had done for the conser va tion  
of large carnivores across the Northern Hemisphere. We compiled hun-
dreds of scientific papers on the matter of coexistence with wolves, 
bears, lynxes and wolverines and reviewed the effectiveness of pro-
tection measures put in place in a Spanish project more than ten 
years ago.1 

A large share of this conservation work focuses on preventing 
carnivores from attacking livestock. Aside from all the tech-
nical gadgets available, the conclusion is rather simple: 
what usually works are electric fences (permanent or 
mobile, if set up and maintained properly and inspect-
ed regularly, ensuring adequate voltage and earth-
ing, avoiding any gaps ), livestock guarding dogs 
(again only if well trained and looked after), and 
active shepherding – adapted to the specific 
area charac teristics. 

WHAT WORKS

    “Less waiting,  
more concrete steps,  
   even if they are  
              small ones!”

(Slovakian farmer)

      Livestock  
  protection – Basic  information for live-   stock owners  

     and stake- 
          holders:

     How 
to build 
  an electric  
        fence
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cFqzvjUf2DRvdTYOZE6Aal232Uf-I05L/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBFgY5SSdNs


Scandinavian
Population

430

Karelian 
Population
200

Baltic 
Population
1700–2240

Carpathian
Population

3460–3849

Italian Peninsula
Population
1100–2400

Alpine 
Population
420–550

NW Iberian
Population
2500

Sierra Morena
Population
0

Central European
Population
780–1030

Dinaric
Balkan
Population
4000

EFFECTIVENESS & FUNDING
While we still lack large-scale experiments that would provide us with a precise indication 
of effectiveness, scientific evidence shows that these interventions work to prevent con-
flicts between carnivores and livestock, sometimes independently, in other places only 
in combination, depending on a number of factors (including site characteristics, type 
of livestock and location). Damage prevention measures cost more and require more 
working time which is why the European Commission has, from 2022 on, enabled 
its Member States to use funds from its largest budget aimed at supporting agri- 
culture (the Common Agricultural Policy, CAP for short) to fund all of these 
measures and cover even the salaries of nomadic shepherds – at least in  
theory. 

 

Cross-border 
cooperation
Through LIFE  
EuroLargeCarnivores 
a continuous trans-
boundary exchange 
on wolf management 
issues was initiated 
between Germany, 
Netherlands, Belgium 
and Luxembourg. 
Representatives from 
authorities and NGOs 
from the different 
regions meet regularly 
to exchange data and 
experiences.

As one result a joint 
wolf occurrence map 
was created.

Maps and infographics  
were produced to provide  
fact-based information.

 Permanent existence  Sporadic existence  No data

~17,000 wolves
Currently

live in Europe.

(Swiss government official)

                    “We want to actually work on solutions  
     and practices and not only be talking.” 

©  WWF Germany, map based on figures provided by  
Large Carnivore Inititative for Europe 20192
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https://wolvesmap.zoogdiervereniging.nl/?locale=en


Only a few Member States make these funds adequately available to livestock 
keepers and shepherds. The project team has therefore reviewed national 
plans for the Common Agricultural Policy funding for plausibility and  
completeness. The team in Spain has been particularly effective,  
launching a public campaign that resulted in the regional autho - 
rities revising their financial planning and increasing the live- 
stock damage prevention budgets to a reasonable level. 

In addition to this monitoring function, the project also assisted 
regional administrators so that they could exchange informa-
tion with their counterparts across borders and developed 
Standard Operating Procedures primarily aimed at regions 
that have limited experience with large carnivores.3 These 
SOPs contain case studies and recommended examples 
for specific aspects of large carnivore management that 
have been identified by the stakeholders of the  
EuroLargeCarnivores project as being successful,  
or at least very promising, in different European 
countries. 

         “Up to 100% of the costs for measures  
       to prevent livestock from being attacked by wolves 
         are financed within the EU directive’s framework  
                 for preventive livestock protection.”

            Standard 
  Operating Procedures       (SOPs) for Improved        Management of Large           Carnivores in Europe               were developed                        within the                        project.
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https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/sops


Whenever we identified knowledge gaps, 
we encouraged and financially supported 

scientists to investigate the topic. We tried, for 
instance, to understand whether we were learn-

ing enough from the projects that were publicly 
funded, e.g. through the European LIFE programme. 

Independent researchers from the University of Lju-
bljana, Slovenia, investigated past projects and uncov-

ered potential for the measurement of the effectiveness of 
project actions to be improved.4 Another team of scientists 

from Oviedo, Spain, looked at whether the funds allocated for 
such projects were being well distributed – and discovered a bias 

towards southern European regions that can be rectified by the 
donor organisation.5 

Together with the project team, German scientists investigated what 
the increase of large carnivore populations in Europe means on a societal 

and economic level. They revealed that a majority of socio-economic pub-
lications point to negative economic effects and that there is less research on 

existing positive socio-economic endeavours, ‘willingness to pay’ for this eco-
logical trait, and ‘revenue-sharing schemes6. We supported anthropologists from 

Switzerland and Germany who conducted in-depth interviews with people on their 
perceptions of wolves and found that there are three different groups of narratives 

people refer to when talking about wolves (from harmony to control) and that people’s 
opinions about actions to be taken are directly associated with these narratives (from 

letting carnivores roam freely to controlling the population).7

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
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one case a day

6.9%

one case 
every second day

16.6%

more than two cases a day

1%

two cases a day

3.3%

less than  
15 cases per 
year

48.8%

on average less than 
one case per week

23.5%

Another insight is that we lack a measure of viable coexistence with carnivores. While 
this is no easy thing to measure, we decided that probably livestock damage records 
could be a proxy – particularly if available on a case-by-case basis. We therefore 
contacted the European regional administrations (at the subnational level), and 
asked them to share the data they have available. We developed a standard 
protocol and template and repeated this survey annually. 

As of 2021, we had collected over 45,000 incident records of cases where 
wolves attacked livestock, in over 260 European regions, over 3 years 
(2018–2020)8. With these data, we can now show regional trends and 
understand, for instance, where municipalities succeed in reducing 
the number of damage cases by increased coverage of livestock 
with the prevention measures mentioned above. We can also 
see where the regions with the highest losses 
are and they could decide to partner with re-
gions with similar conditions (e.g, topography, 
large carnivore population den sity) that have 
been successful in reducing damages.

MEASURING COEXISTENCE

~1,250 wolverines
~17,000 wolves ~9,000 lynxes

The latest official estimate 
            of carnivores in Europe  
(survey period 2012–2016)  
                         is: 

~17,000 brown bears

Frequency of damage records per year and region

Yannick Lamazou (France): In the summer  
months he is working hard up in the Pyrenees.  
Together with his dog Patou he is herding his  
sheep and produces cheese. With a bear print  
on the cheese he shows how to live with large  
carnivores.

“A large proportion of  
European regions reported 

less than one livestock 
 damage case per week. 
The SOPs3 support these 

authorities when setting up 
their coexistence 

processes.”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wWA7Ynxtpw


Besides all these scientific and technical findings, the human side of things 
made up the largest share of our work. In sixteen focus areas, we ran 
plenty of meetings and workshops (over 250 in total) where we asked 
farmers to share their experiences, we created opportunities for ex-
perts to learn from each other, and we held training for members  
of local initiatives on how to best approach the challenges pre-
sented by the presence of large carnivores. Consequently,  
we offered practical information and supportive materials to 
domestic animal owners and invited them to local parti-
cipatory demonstration activities. 

To increase mutual understanding between different  
interest groups, we ran a European comparative sur- 
vey of the perceptions of people living near or work-
ing with large carnivores, contacted different inte-
rest groups in each region, and discussed and 
mapped our respective relationships together 
with them.9 An array of communication 
and conflict mitigation trainings with 
people living in the focus areas 
built on this. We ran international 
conferences, held local meetings 
of interest groups, hosted veteri-
narian expert meetings, and 
built up rapid response  
teams. 

EVENTS

Conferences

                  In addition             to these, a final       closing conference           where we offer our     concluding recom -      men dations is planned           for 16th March                  2022.

   We organised  
four international    
    conferences within  
       the project  
              lifetime.

    Path- 
ways Europe  
conference in  
   Goslar, Germany  
        (2018) 

International  
conference on 

livestock protection  
in the Alpine region  
in Salzburg, Austria 

(2020)

       Online 
conference  
on wildlife crime  
    in Germany 
           (2021)
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https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/final-conference
https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/news/human-pathways-conference-goslar-2018
https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/news/livestock-damage-prevention-conference
https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/wildlife-crime-workshop


Swen Keller (Germany): First he was  
not sure if the wolf had already returned to the region.  
But after a wolf attack on his cattle Swen Keller decided 
to take immediate action. He installed an electric fence 
and now owns three livestock guarding dogs.

As illustrated earlier, the narratives developed by people shape 
their understanding of the appropriate actions to be taken.  
We collected an array of different perspectives and com- 
piled these in an easily accessible format: 

We published over seventy stories in sixteen languages 
on our project website10 which reaches over two  
hundred people per day (as of January 2022). 

We ran a video campaign on the same topic 
and with similar feature stories of people 
working and living with large car nivores 
under the hashtag of #storiesofcoexist-
ence11, attracting over one and a half 
million views and inter actions on 
social media.

STORIES OF COEXISTENCE                    On the 
        project’s Youtube       channel you will find   tutorials on livestock pro-    tection, animation videos       and recordings of         workshops and            conferences.

      People living  
   and working with large carnivores share  their experiences in #storiesofcoexistence

Relu Nica (Romania): He is a former  
mountain lifeguard and now works as a  
survival instructor in the Fagaras Mountains in  
the Southern Carpathians. For him it’s all about eco-
logical education to enable coxistence. Through the 
survival trainings he tries to teach the participants  
respect for nature and the inhabitants of the forest.

Karolina Superson-Góra (Poland): She is a physio-
therapist and a beekeeper. She lives in an area where 
wolves and bears are around and can be seen in the 
forest regularly. To save her bees and the honey from 
hungry bears she uses an electric fence.

Sofía González Berdasco (Spain): As a young girl she 

was sent out by her mum to watch the sheep in case 

a wolf was coming. She had always been afraid of 

wolves but this changed when she started to get clos-

er to them and understand their behaviour. Today she 

works as livestock breeder and nature guide.
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCltgwRnDYUiZ6yOHtahGofQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32bZN9Qfys8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjogyfyQqdI&list=PLjzZGg0WiSQwFelVl7AeQ70hRs7KNeGvX
https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/videosofcoexistence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXomCHNK4mQ&list=PLjzZGg0WiSQwFelVl7AeQ70hRs7KNeGvX&index=31
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPRWMzPKmSk&list=PLjzZGg0WiSQwFelVl7AeQ70hRs7KNeGvX&index=15


MATERIAL LIBRARY

© WWF Germany 2020, Anita Drbohlav / www.paneemadesign.com

THE WOLF  
A wild animal in our neighborhood

The wolf is back in Europe. As the number of wolves increases, so do sightings  

and possible encounters with the cautious animals. No need to worry.  

However, there are some rules to consider when confronted with the wolf  

and other wildlife.

Wolves have large territories: Seeing the animals  

                    n
ear villages or roads is not unusual.

Never feed! Animals that  

get used to food from humans  

lose their shyness, can become pushy  

and even dangerous. 

If you are jogging  

or biking, stop.

Never run away. It could trigger  

the chasing behavior of the animal.

If contrary to expectations, the wolf  

approaches you, stop and make  

yourself big.

Please keep your dog on a leash and do not  

let it run free. Wolves are territorial and  

will defend their territory against  

free-roaming dogs. 

Do not leave litter,  

trash, or food scraps  

in nature.

When you  
encounter a wolf:

Wolves follow fast movements.  

Walk slowly backwards. Speak loud  

or clap your hands.

Stay calm and  

keep your distance.

Make yourself heard.

Wolves are sensitive to sounds.  

Speak loudly or clap your hands.

If you are  
in a wolf area:

We prepared factsheets12 on large  
carnivores in all partner languages. 

We published further com mu nications 
material (such as tutorials13, comics and info-

graphics14), ran a monthly podcast (only in Ger-
many)15 and organised press trips with journal-

ists in all participating countries across Europe. 

While we do not know which of our interventions 
were most effective, we assessed and measured the 

impact for all these interventions combined. For ex-
ample, journalists we worked with started to use more 

neutral language and balanced imagery and information 
in their reporting – an important step to enable common 
ground to be found among prevailing narratives. Also, 
farmers, hunters, and representatives of public administra-
tions who participated in our project activities were found 
to accept and proactively deal with the local presence 
of large carnivores more often than those who were not 
reached or involved. 

            “We created a wide variety 
     of info material open to the public.” 

European Perspectives on 
Coexistence with Large Carnivores

A Summary of Regional Stakeholder Perspectives  
on Managing Conflicts related to Large Carnivores: 
Challenges and Solutions

Foto: Julius Kramer

Workshop Report
2. March 2021

Wildlife Crime in Europe

Livestock protection

Basic information for livestock owners 

and stakeholders

Foto: CHWOLF

Brochure examples

Factsheets Infographics, illustrations and comics

Flyer examples
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after a couple timeswhen she was beingintrusivelyphotographed,  the bear learned  a trick.

when peopleare chasingher, She runsaway deep into  the bushes...

... to lead thetourists astray,circle the pathand find theirabandonedbackpacks.

the Deceived tourists are no longer  

as happy as they were when they saw  
the bear...

They say they were attacked  
by a vicious predator.

During his independentwalk to a wateringhole, one of the twoyear-old cubsstumbles upon agroup of tourists.

Unfortunately, the cub is already
used to seeing people ... When thesandwiches runout, peopledon’t knowhow to end theplaytime. andthe cub begsfor more.

The cubs stay with their
mother until the age of two,
sometimes up to 3 or even 4.

The young spend the winters
with their mother in one lair.

         Many  
   materials can  
be viewed and  
      downloaded  
          from our 
            library.

CHART TITLE

Populacija kroz vrijeme

Velike zvijeri u brojevima

Izvor: Adaptirano prema Huber i sur. (2019.), Plan gospodarenja smeđim medvjedom (Ursus arctos L.) u Republici Hrvatskoj.
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Zakoniti odstrel Broj vukova

Izvor: Adaptirano prema Kusak i sur. (2019.), Stručna podloga za izradu prijedloga plana upravljanja vukom (s akcijskim planom).

Threats & Distribution in Europe

Distribution of the bear, wolf and lynx in Europe

Source: Large Carnivore Initiative for Europe IUCN/

SSC Specialist Group et al. 2018.

No dataExtant (resident) Extant (sporadic)



















Low acceptance largely due to conflicts with 
livestock
Habitat loss due to infrastructure development
Fragmentation of habitat
Public concern about the threat and danger of 
wolves, partly resulting in low acceptance
Illegal killing
Poor management structures
Road/traffic mortality
Low genetic diversity due to small isolated 
populations
Genetic isolation and lack of connectivity 
between populations

Threats to Large Carnivores























The Eurasian Lynx (Lynx lynx)

Family: Felidae
Diet: Carnivore (specialist, mostly hares and roe 
deer, small mammals)
Lifespan: 10 to 15 years
Size: Head and body 80 to 130 cm
Weight: 15 to 38 kg
Habitat: Forests
Social behavior: Solitary
Mating season: February-March
Litter size: 2-4 kittens
Home range: Varies from 120 to 1,800 km2 for 
males and 80 to 500 km2 for females
Conservation status:

       Least concern (global)
  Least concern (Carpathians)

SLOVAKIA























The Grey Wolf (Canis lupus)

Family: Canidae
Diet: Carnivore (more of an opportunist with 
ungulates in first place)
Lifespan: 9 to 13 years
Size: Head and body 91 to 160 cm
Weight: 15 to 60 kg
Habitat: Forests in mountain and foothill areas
Social behavior: Pack
Mating season: January-March
Litter size: 1-11 pups
Home range: 100 to 1,000 km2, depending on 
prey availability
Conservation status:

       Least concern (global)
  Least concern (Carpathians)

Quick  Facts

FACTS & FIGURES

Bear Wolf Eurasian lynx Wolverine

Which Species live in Slovakia?























The Brown Bear (Ursus arctos)

Family: Ursidae
Diet: Omnivore (true opportunist, 40-60% plant-
based diet)
Lifespan: 20 to 30 years
Size: Head and body 150 to 250 cm
Weight: 135 to 545 kg 
Habitat: Forests in mountain and foothill areas
Social behavior: Solitary
Mating season: May-July
Litter size: 1-4 cubs
Home range: Varies from 120 to 1,600 km2 for 
males and 60 to 300 km2 for females
Conservation status:

       Least concern (global)
  Least concern (Carpathians)

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species

Further Links

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

A BEAR’S FATE SCRIPT: jarosLaw spuLa

ART: albina horbaczewska & jarosLaw spuLa

in the heart of the forest, The
eternal mystery of nature

takes place - the birth of a new life.

This here’s a bear lair, where bears sleep through  
the winter. it’s also here that new inhabitants  
of the forest are born in january or february.

The little bear cubs are
at first blind. They are  

protected by their mother’s  
fur and warmth, they also  

drink her milk.

their whole lives lie ahead. They can hunt, fish, eat
blueberries, snails, earthworms, the natural riches
of the forest.

Bears have existed on
Earth for millions of years.

for centuries, this species  
has been wandering,  
hunting and mating.

lives in line 
with the laws 

of nature.

But the world that the bears have known so well is now
gone. This is the new reality - human civilization.

The earth is full of vehicles and other
dangers. Millions of tourists roam

the forests each year, the skies are
filled with planes and satellites.

Only single islands remained from the animal kingdom.

Since they are large predators,  
nature has assigned them important
functions in the ecosystem...

...from regulating
the populations
of other species
to spreading the
seeds of forest
plants.

Európában a becslések szerint jelenleg körülbelül 17000 farkas, 16000 
medve, 9000 hiúz és 1250 rozsomák él. Az egyes populációk dinamikája 
azonban nagy változatosságot mutat. Az állományváltozást a szigorú 
védettségen (EU Élőhelyvédelmi Irányelv) kívül egyéb természetvédelmi 
beavatkozások, az urbanizáció, valamint az élőhelyhasználatban beállt 
változások is befolyásolják. A projekt több, határokon átnyúló nagyragadozó 
állományra is koncentrál. Ilyenek a kárpáti, a közép-európai, alpoki, illetve 
a skandináv- és az ibériai-félszigeti állományok is.

Áttekintés Tudáscsere elősegítése
A projekt platformként szolgál olyan jó gyakorlatok bemutatására, amelyek 
elősegítik az emberek és nagyragadozók együttélését. Összekapcsolja 
az Európai Unió területén található különböző érdekcsoportokat és segít 
megismertetni azokat a lehetséges megoldásokat, amelyek a társadalmi, 
gazdasági és ökológiai kihívások kezeléséhez szükségesek.

interdiszciplináris tudáscsere különböző 
érdekcsoportok között

az ember-vadvilág konfliktusok nyomon 
követése és elemzése

praktikus kommunikációs eszközkészlet 
összeállítása az egyes érdekcsoportok számára

stratégiák kidolgozása a helyi közösségek 
konfliktuskezelésbe és - megelőzésbe való 
bevonására

a kármegelőzés jó gyakorlatainak megosztása 
különböző érdekcsoportok köreiben és hosszú távú 
kapcsolatok kialakítása újságírókkal

Oszd meg a történeted:  
www.eurolargecarnivores.eu

Tevékenységek

Forest Research Institute

Baden-Württemberg

Projektpartnerek

A projektet a WWF Németország irányítja 16 projektpartner segítségével.  

A partnerek túlnyomó része WWF iroda, de a pályázaton dolgozik még a baden-

württembergi Erdészeti Kutató Intézet, az olasz Eliante, valamint az Elmauer 

Intézet is. A partnerek feladata, hogy minél több szakértővel együttműködjenek, 

összekössék és közös gondolkozásra sarkallják az érdeklődőket.

Alapadatok

Időtartam: 2017 – 2022

Költségvetés: 6 millió euró (ebből 3,6 millió euró EU-támogatás)

WWF Germany, Moritz Klose

lifeeurolargecarnivores@wwf.panda.org

WWF Magyarország, dr. Patkó László

laszlo.patko@wwf.hu

www.lifeeurolargecarnivores.eu

Kontakt (Németország):

Kontakt (Magyarország): 

Képek (fentről-lefelé):  

Előoldal: Gérald Hibon / WWF, Michael Gunther / WWF, Clara Espírito-Santo 

Hátoldal: Ola Jennersen / WWF Svédország, Michèle Dépraz / WWF, Szöveg: WWF

Helyi megoldások az együttélésre 

Kihívás

A projekt célja, hogy olyan európai platformot hozzon létre, amelyen 

keresztül a különböző érdekcsoportok képviselői megoszthatják 

tapasztalataikat a nagyragadozókkal kapcsolatban. A társadalmi, 

gazdasági és ökológiai kihívásokra adott különböző megoldások 

széles körben elérhetőek lesznek, és lehetővé válik a határokon 

átnyúló együttműködés.

Célok

A nagyragadozó állományok Európa-szerte különböznek.

Az együttélés érdekében helyi megoldásokat szükséges keresni.

A helyi közösségek nagyragadozókhoz való hozzáállása legalább 

annyira változatos, mint azok az élőhelyek, ahova a farkas, a medve, 

a hiúz és a rozsomák újra visszatérnek. A nagyragadozók visszatérése 

egyesekben félelmet kelt, másokból örömöt vált ki. A fajok megjelenése 

sok esetben konfliktusokkal terhelt, különösen az olyan hagyományos 

agrárágazatokban, mint az állattenyésztés. Ezért fontos, hogy a különböző 

érdekcsoportok közösen találjanak megoldási lehetőségeket a nagyra-

gadozókkal történő együttélésre.

Pferd und Wolf − wie geht das?Informationen aus Wissenschaft und Praxis
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BRINGING EXPERTS TOGETHER
The EuroLargeCarnivores project has been 

successful in reviewing what we know about 
human – large carnivore coexistence.

By calculating and monitoring regional livestock 
damage data trends, we have been able to develop 

a proxy for how well we are doing across many of the 
European regions. We encourage the European Com-

mission to continue this inexpensive method of annual 
monitoring. We have also shown that the administration of 

damage prevention measures is a key intervention of every 
regional administration and how important it is to carefully lis-

ten to, and act upon, the local situation. We hope that the Stand-
ard Operating Procedures we have developed are of use in man-

aging such situations and encourage administrations to make use of 
them and improve them. We have recorded a large array of narratives 

about what it means to live and work with large carnivores. We hope 
that we have encouraged journalists to produce more neutral reporting 

and all our partners and critics to communicate in a fact-based and consen-
sus-oriented way. We have enabled farmer-to-farmer meetings to permit the 

exchange of advice at the same level. 

We have created some space for people to connect with this topic and have 
brought together experts and officials across language barriers. We hope that our 

efforts contribute positively to the ongoing discussion on large carnivore conservation 
and coexistence and that the collected information and insights have closed some of the 

existing knowledge gaps.
(French farmer)

“Farmers protect their animals 
      like people protect  
                  their children.”
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The many project activities, outputs, findings and experiences are not an 
end in themselves. We regard them an important contribution to coexist-
ence with large carnivores in the future. Yet, there is still a lot to do. 

We have therefore developed recommendations16 to European gov-
ernments, regional administrations, the European Commission, 
and future projects. Communicating openly and professionally 
with people with different interests and backgrounds, and to 
working together towards mutual understanding and con-
flict mitigation is no small feat. So is achieving coexistence 
with large carnivores. It requires adequate resources and 
planning beyond pilot projects, with government agen-
cies in the lead. While the European Commission has  
enabled CAP financing to support, train and inform  
livestock keepers in and about implementing live-
stock damage prevention measures, these are 
only available in a few of Europe’s regions.  
Con tinuous and transparent monitoring of  
livestock damages, assessment of live - 
stock damage prevention measures,  
and routine cross border information 
exchange are key, as is the provision 
and use of accurate and easily  
understandable information  
material in the local languages.

THE FUTURE

EuroLargeCarnivores recommends that ...

… the EU-LIFE 
Programme 

and future  
projects:

» request training  
in mediation and 

conflict mitigation for 
adminis tration personnel

» ensure that governmental 
agencies continue to  

prioritise pioneer support for  
accompanying hands-on  

consultancy and implemen- 
tation over costly and time- 

limited giveaway schemes for  
demonstration measures

… the European Regions:

»  call for appropriate regional 
plans in the current CAP 
for livestock damage pre-
vention measures for their 
farmers (electric fencing, 
livestock guarding dogs, 
shepherds)

»  provide their farmers with 
damage prevention exten-
sion services offered by 
authorities and information 
services on the financial 
support available to reach 
high-quality coverage of 
damage prevention

… the Member States:

»  develop a population- 
based large carnivore  
management system  
that is implemented  
in a coordinated manner 
with neighbouring  
countries

»  foresee in their CAP  
National Strategic Plans  
adequate funding for live-
stock damage pre vention 
methods and set livestock 
damage prevention cover-
age targets

… the European Commission:

»  maintains a presence  
(e.g. as part of Large Carni- 
vore Platform workshops)  
in the European regions  
with particularly negative  
results or showing a parti-
cularly negative trend, in the 
analyses of livestock damage, 
or in terms of CAP funding  
for prevention measures 

»  promotes and supports  
population-level, cross- 
border management of  
large carnivores

(Romanian shepherd)

“I always hear that money is given (for compensation),  
                     but in reality, nothing happens.”
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THANKS
We would like to use this occasion to 

extend our gratitude to all the people 
that have made time to work with us. 

While the EuroLargeCarnivores project is 
coming to an end, all videos will continue  

to be available on our Youtube channel, and 
useful material from the project will remain on  

www.eurolargecarnivores.eu.

PROJECT BASICS

The 
    EuroLargeCarnivores   project concluded  with a final online  

conference            (16th March 2022, 
      09:00 CET).  

(Ukrainian conservationist)

“The bear doesn’t like  
      your cough, while you  
   dislike his roar,  
          so we should consider  
the interests of each other.” 
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PARTNERS:

WWF Germany (Coordinator) • WWF Austria • WWF Switzerland • WWF Finland • 
WWF France • eimc2 GmbH elmauer institute managing consensus 2, Germany • 
Forstliche Versuchs- und Forschungsanstalt Baden-Württemberg, Germany •  
WWF Hungary • ASOCIACION PARA LA DEFENSA DE LA NATURALEZA – WWF  
Portugal (Spain) • Società Cooperativa Sociale Eliante Onlus, Italy • WWF Poland • 
WWF Romania • WWF Spain • WWF Adria, Croatia • WWF Norway • WWF Central 
European Eastern programme, Austria

LIFE EUROLARGECARNIVORES:

Duration: 
09/2017 – 02/2022

EU Contribution:  
€ 3,613,823

Countries involved: 
16

Total Budget:  
€ 6,041,368

https://www.eurolargecarnivores.eu/en/final-conference
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